
Harmony iQ® Integration Systems
Simplify today. Embrace tomorrow.

It’s about connecting



We didn’t get into healthcare to become computer experts. We chose 

this career to make a difference in patients’ lives. And in their families’ 

lives. Therefore, we want tools that are about the patient first, and are 

simple to use. We want tools that help us deliver the highest level of 

patient care.

It’s about seeing patients differently
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A high-performance team is able to confront demanding surgical procedures with a 

sense of purpose, focus and confidence. As modern ORs become increasingly complex, 

we believe manufacturers must inspire confidence through equipment that is reliable and 

intuitive, and that eliminates distractions and puts the team in control.

It’s about confidence

Sophisticated technology doesn’t have to mean difficult-to-use, and Harmony iQ®  

Integration Systems proves that. In a study measuring perceptions of OR  

integration systems among surgeons, OR directors and nurses, STERIS  

ranked highest in ease-of-use; a badge we wear proudly.*

It’s about simplicity
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* 2013 OR Integration Survey



It’s about efficiency

Efficient workflow is a product of people, processes and 

technology working together both within and outside the OR. 

An example of how we help you manage this challenge is 

with our RealView® Visual Workflow Management Software 

product. RealView Software provides automatic, real-time  

information about cases, rooms and staff to  

managers, nurses, physicians and even patient families.

A patient-centric approach must include an uncompromising dedication 

to safety. Our advanced S.A.F.E. (Situational Awareness For Everyone) 

feature provides a dynamic, real-time view of critical information about 

the patient and the case. Our equipment is designed for the clinical  

environment, including designs that reduce cabling and tripping  

hazards, improve cleanability and prevent contaminants from being 

vented by surgical monitors.

It’s about safety
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It’s about alleviating anxiety
When the patient is wheeled into the OR, SignatureSuite can  

transform the room into a calming, spa-like environment with a 

single touch. Elements such as relaxing imagery, peaceful music 

and a softening of the room’s lighting and temperature settings 

 can help alleviate anxiety, while improving the patient’s experience 

and outcome. Once the patient is asleep, another single touch 

transforms the room to the preferences of the surgeon and staff.

“By having the lights dimmed and the scenes  
 on the screens, it gives the room a more  
 serene feeling. You can tell the patient then  
 has an overall sense of calmness. Their  

 
anxiety and stress is relieved.”  

    – Circulating Nurse
                                               Cardiothoracic Surgery
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It’s about high-performance
The surgeon and staff depend on  

outstanding image quality to perform  

at their best. STERIS takes an  

uncompromised approach to delivering  

a high-quality image*, starting with the  

fiber-optic backbone of the system  

that transmits full HD signals from end-to-end. Our Vividimage surgical-

grade monitors deliver unparalleled color, clarity and crispness. 
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*For non-diagnosis use.



It’s about technology today … ... and tomorrow
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Originally focused on video routing, OR integration is now defined by a broad

set of applications within and beyond the room itself. Our Harmony iQ® Perspectives

Image-Management System enables surgeons to archive, edit, and share captured  

media from the surgical case. Both Perspectives and our Call and Connect video  

conferencing solution delivers ease of use with uncompromised HD video.

Recognizing some Customers fear the rapid pace of technological change when 

making a significant investment, we are committed to a fiber-optic architecture  

that is both open and upgradeable. At the same time, we embrace tomorrow by  

continually investing in solutions that can help address the needs of the clinical  

environment, from surgical outcomes to patient safety to streamlined workflow.



A trusted partner from start-to-finish

STERIS is the expert in advanced OR integration systems and is one of the largest 

integration providers in the U.S. Our solution includes unmatched service and  

support that is equipped to:  

 •  Plan, lay out and design your OR and SPD

 •  Execute project management and installation

 •  Deploy more than 800 service technicians

 •  Monitor and trouble-shoot issues remotely
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Simplify today. Embrace tomorrow.

Virtually Unlimited  
Access

Compatible,  
Future-Proof  

Universal  
Port

Uncompromised 
Imaging


